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Abstract
Purpose The life-cycle assessment (LCA) method is typically applied to products, but the potential and demand for extending its
use also to other applications are high. In this respect, this paper proposes an LCA concept to be used for the assessment of human
beings as new study objects, namely Life-LCA. Key challenges of such a new approach and potential solutions for those are
identified and discussed.
Methods The Life-LCA concept was developed based on a detailed desktop research. Several Life-LCA-specific challenges
were identified and categorized under three research questions. One of these questions focusses on the conceptual design of a
Life-LCA method while the others are addressing operational issues, which are the definition of the new study system and the
practical assessment of complex human consumption behaviors. Methodological solutions are proposed, e.g., based on suggestions provided in the existing methods product LCA and organizational LCA (O-LCA).
Results and discussion Conceptual challenges arise from the general diversity, complexity, and temporal development of
human lives and consumption behaviors. We introduce Life-LCA as a two-dimensional method that covers both, the new
human life cycle (dimension 1) and the life cycle of the consumed products (dimension 2). Furthermore, the two types
Individual Life-LCA and Lifestyle-LCA are differentiated. Especially, the definition of a general system boundary for
Life-LCA and data collection and evaluation face many operational challenges. For example, the social behavior of
human beings is a new factor to be considered which causes new allocation problems in LCA. Moreover, the high
demand for aggregated LCA data requires specific rules for data collection and evaluation as well as a new bottom-up
product clustering scheme.
Conclusions Life-LCA, either used for the assessment of individual lives or lifestyles, has the potential to raise environmental awareness of people by making their specific environmental impacts comprehensively measurable and thus,
tangible. However, many challenges need to be solved in future interdisciplinary research to develop a robust and
applicable method. This paper conceptualizes such an approach and proposes solutions that can serve as a framework
for ongoing method development.
Keywords Bottom-up product clustering . Environmental awareness . Life cycle assessment (LCA) . Personal environmental
footprint . Sustainable consumption . Sustainable lifestyles
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1 Introduction
Environmental awareness of individuals has risen over the
past decades. This is reflected, for example, by a continuing
growth of the organic food market (IFOAM EU Group, 2016),
an increased use of online footprint calculators (Franz and
Papyrakis 2011), or a general shift in environmental attitudes
(Ortega-Egea et al. 2014). However, fundamental behavioral
change is still missing as reflected by the ongoing excessive
consumption of goods (Notter et al. 2013; Ortega-Egea et al.
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2014). Hertwich and Peters (2009) calculated that 72% of
global greenhouse gas emissions relate to household consumption. According to Gore (2015), around 50% of these
emissions are caused by the richest 10%. A recently published
study by the German Federal Environmental Agency
(Umweltbundesamt) concludes that the measurable ongoing
growth of the green product market does not go along with a
reduction of consumption-related CO2 emissions (Steinemann
et al. 2017). This is most likely due to an increased overall
consumption and traveling behavior of people with higher
incomes (Miehe et al. 2016) and the generally increasing demands of consumers for larger living spaces, mobility, and
food, respectively (Steinemann et al. 2017). The desire for
higher living standards thus seems to outweigh the benefits
of an increasing environmental awareness. It reflects as well
that one of the great obstacles for a greener consumption nowadays is not only limited knowledge but rather a low sense of
environmental responsibility and a lack of willingness to compromise consumption patterns. The public usually underestimates its contribution to environmental change (West et al.
2015). Thus, besides promoting further environmental education, also other tools need to be implemented in parallel to
motivate people to assess and change their consumption
behavior.
According to Girod et al. (2014), there is currently a huge
potential of private households to significantly reduce global
greenhouse gas emissions by adapting their consumption behaviors. In a capitalistic society, consumption is the driving
factor for production. Furthermore, shifts of consumer behavior have an immediate effect while politically induced transformations (e.g., energy transition, technical upgrading of infrastructure) often need several decades until they pay off
(Wynes and Nicholas 2017). It thus makes sense to focus also
on the consumers and not just the producers when trying to
enforce sustainable transition of the society. This is also recognized by the United Nations in their defined Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) where goal 12 aims for a more
sustainable consumption.
Nonetheless, the question remains how environmental
awareness could be further increased in a way that it results in a significant behavioral change. Quantifying the
individually caused environmental damage might be one
solution as motivation for change is usually higher when
it becomes measurable and when the progress of improvement can be tracked. As well, when people know about
the main contributors to their individual “ecological footprints,” specific and efficient measures can be undertaken
to ecologically enhance their personal lives. In this respect, adapting the life cycle assessment (LCA) method
for quantifying individual environmental impacts of human beings may be a step to raise environmental awareness, motivate for greener lifestyles, and thus support sustainable development.

LCA nowadays has become a comprehensive, internationally standardized, and widely applied tool to analyze and
quantify potential environmental impacts of products and services. Due to its advantages, development is ongoing to make
LCA also applicable for the assessment of other, higher-level
study objects. For example, the UN Life Cycle Initiative has
recently pushed the development of an Organizational Life
Cycle Assessment method (O-LCA) (Martínez-Blanco et al.
2016, ISO 2014). One of the key differences for O-LCA compared with conventional LCAs is that organizations typically
deal with more than just one product and thus, the studied
systems are much larger. The same applies when human beings are in scope; however, the quantity and heterogeneity of
consumed products make analyses even more complex.
Furthermore, personal consumption behaviors are influenced
by a complex bunch of factors that cause several new challenges in the field of LCA. Hence, the development of a new
concept—Life-LCA—is particularly relevant. In the following, current approaches, their key limitations, and the structure
of this paper are presented.

1.1 Current approaches to assess the environmental
impacts of human beings and their limitations
Analyzing the environmental impacts of human beings as
such is not a new idea. Footprint calculators, for example,
are commonly known and widely applied. The general approach of these, mostly available online, tools is to let people
calculate their own carbon or ecological footprints associated
with their specific lifestyles (Collins and Flynn 2015). This is
realized by different approaches for data acquisition.
However, many calculators, like the WWF (World Wildlife
Fund) Footprint Calculator, combine two general types of
questioning. On the one hand, users are asked for how much
money they spend on average for specific products or product
groups in a certain time. This sort of questions is often applied
for collecting information on product categories like clothing
or cosmetics. On the other hand, (semi-)quantitative questions
are used mainly for acquiring information on energy and water
consumption or travel behavior.
By quantifying the environmental impacts, these calculators may in principle help to increase the environmental
awareness of their users (Salo and Mattinen 2017).
However, such tools still lack in consistency and a clear methodological documentation is often missing (Padgett et al.
2008; Franz and Papyrakis 2011). Furthermore, footprint calculators have been criticized for their general methodological
weaknesses (Franz and Papyrakis 2011) and many are, due to
a top-down approach for providing the essential background
data, designed just for specific countries (Salo and Mattinen
2017). Moreover, they often focus on just one impact category
(climate change). Top-down in this respect means that environmental performance data of products, product groups, or
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services are derived by (mostly national) economic statistics
and average environmental data for industrial sectors. In the
context of LCA, this is also called an input-output analysis.
Due to this top-down approach, it seems difficult to reflect
one’s personal consumption and lifestyle in such a detail that
is probably needed to really trigger substantial individual
behavioral changes. In this respect, Sutcliffe et al. (2008)
found out that a higher personalization of footprint analyses
can encourage people to live more sustainably.
Besides the publicly available footprint calculators, also
past research studies and projects concerning consumption
impacts of private households followed mainly a top-down
approach or just focussed on carbon footprint, i.e., one environmental aspect only. Jungbluth et al. (2012), for example,
analyzed the environmental burdens of private consumption
for Switzerland. The goal of the study was to highlight the
reduction potentials for environmental impacts of different
consumption sectors. As the study did not aim to enhance
individual rethinking of own consumption behaviors, a topdown approach was useful in that case. Druckman and
Jackson (2009) analyzed the carbon footprint of UK households by applying a quasi-multi-regional input-output model
(QMRIO). Miehe et al. (2016) likewise used a multi-regional
input-output model (MRIO) for calculating regional carbon
footprints for average German households. Kalbar et al.
(2016) instead introduced a new assessment method that couples a personal metabolism analysis with life-cycle assessment
(PM-LCA). The authors, who adapted the personal metabolism from the concept of urban metabolism which is used to
analyze the input and output flows of cities, tried to approach
from bottom-up. First, they collected information on the personal consumption patterns of more than 1000 individuals via
a questionnaire. Accommodation, energy consumption, road
transport, and air travel as well as food were covered. The
application of LCA in a second step allowed for a more comprehensive assessment compared with many other studies.
However, not all products or product categories were covered
(e.g., cosmetics) and data acquisition was done only on a
generic level. Notter et al. (2013) as well approached from
bottom-up and collected information on the environmental
behavior from more than 3300 Swiss citizens regarding main
categories like housing, mobility, and food. For data evaluation, the authors used LCA to calculate the global warming
potential, cumulative energy demand, and the overall environmental impact with the Eco-indicator 99 method. While mobility, housing, and eating information were collected in detail,
food products, for example, were just roughly covered.
Consumption sectors like cosmetics or clothing were not analyzed at all, limiting the comprehensiveness of the study.
Other studies focussed more on specific parts of consumption or lifestyles. Most of them analyzed the environmental
impacts of different diets (see, e.g., Heller et al. (2013);
Goldstein and Foss Hansen (2016); Tukker et al. (2011);

Treu et al. (2017)). But also other parts of life were partly
addressed (see, for example, a study comparing rural and urban lifestyles by Heinonen and Junnila (2011)). However,
again, most studies either just analyzed the global warming
potential or applied a top-down approach.

1.2 Rationale for and added value of the new Life-LCA
approach
To summarize, comprehensive bottom-up approaches for the
assessment of the environmental impacts caused by human
beings are currently missing. Additionally, aspects concerning
the complexity of human lives and the socio-psychological
interactions between them are not addressed at all by the
existing approaches. For example, how to fairly allocate environmental impacts between children and their parents or between partners remains rather unclear and this leads to methodological inconsistencies. Due to this, the available methods
and tools are not able to reflect the life of individual human
beings in such a detail that might be needed to trigger a substantial rethinking of individual consumption behaviors and
lifestyles. A new LCA-based approach might help to close this
gap and has an added value on different levels: In general, it
contributes to the improvement of existing tools trying to assess life cycle impacts of humans regarding methodological
consistency and comprehensiveness. In particular, Life-LCA
goes beyond and complements existing tools (e.g., footprint
calculators) because of the following:
&

&
&

&

&
&

It considers a broader range of potential environmental
impacts and products with the possibility to also assess
potential burden shifting of changing consumption
behaviors.
It provides the possibility of an individual assessment of a
human being.
It highlights gaps in current LCA databases regarding different product categories, i.e., it shows the development
status of databases especially regarding the provision of
aggregated product datasets.
It enables the analysis of different lifestyles and human
beings of different cultures, jobs, ages, etc. (while current
input-output-databases are region specific based on national statistics).
It provides the opportunity to develop individual optimization strategies
It adds consistency to current approaches (e.g., by introducing rules for allocation).

We think that such a method will help to contribute to
sustainable consumption as people get more aware about their
individually caused environmental damages (via a direct link
of their daily behavior to their environmental impacts). The
past has shown that the generally suggested demands for a
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total sacrifice (“don‘t fly,” “don‘t eat meat,” etc.) are not attractive and also often not applicable in people’s everyday life
and thus result in no changes rather than any changes. We
think that with Life-LCA a tool can be provided which allows
quantifying the environmental effects/benefits of also small
changes in daily life (e.g., eating meat just on weekends or
switching to regional fruits). People will directly see the effects of these small adaptations. By comparing with other
human beings, e.g., family members, this might result in a
playful improvement of consumption behaviors.

1.3 Goal and structure of the study
The adaptation of the robust and standardized tool LCA for
quantifying the environmental impacts of human beings is
considered a proper step to cope with the previously mentioned
gaps of the current methods and tools. The goal of this paper is
to introduce a new Life-LCA concept and to highlight and
discuss Life-LCA-specific challenges. To achieve this goal,
the following structure was considered useful, which slightly
differs from a common structure of scientific articles. First, the
specific key conceptual and operational challenges of LifeLCA are presented and categorized under three research questions (Section 2). The formers are then further addressed in
Section 3.1, where a general concept and two fundamentally
different types of Life-LCA are introduced. The operational
challenges and potential solutions are discussed in Sections
3.2 and 3.3. Finally, Section 4 summarizes the outcomes of
this work and highlights future research topics.

2 Challenges of Life-LCA
Assessing the environmental impacts of a human being is a
challenging task. Lives are diverse and complex and so are
human (consumption) behaviors. For developing the general
framework for Life-LCA, we did a detailed desktop research
investigating approaches and ideas on how environmental impacts caused by individuals could be assessed. Several methodological and practical challenges were identified. We then
analyzed the methodological requirements and specifications
for the established methods LCA and O-LCA in order to find
potential solutions for these challenges and to identify those
challenges, which are new, i.e., Life-LCA-specific challenges.
Those aspects that can be easily solved by adapting requirements from the mentioned LCA methods are not further
discussed here as they are not considered Life-LCA-specific
(see Electronic Supplementary Material SM1).
The remaining challenges are summarized under three research questions that are discussed in this paper. Question (1)
focusses on a higher-level conceptual design of Life-LCA.
The challenges listed under this question derive from the intrinsic complexity of human lives, lifestyles, and consumer

habits that cause the overall complexity of Life-LCAs.
Questions (2) and (3) address the general methodological requirements that need to be defined to perform a Life-LCA
study in practice. All questions mentioned here, and their corresponding challenges are further discussed in Section 3:
(1) How can a new conceptual framework for Life-LCA
look like?
Ch. 1. Consideration of human development and changing consumption behaviours
Ch. 2. Determination and delimitation of potential LifeLCA applications
(2) How can the new “product system” human being be
defined and delimited?
Ch. 1. Definition of a reference unit
Ch. 2. Definition of cut-off criteria for life stages (e.g.
working life vs. private life) and consumed
products
Ch. 3. Allocation of the childhood phase
Ch. 4. Allocation of other sociopsychological interactions between human beings (e.g. between
friends or partners)
Ch. 5. Consideration of creation and death
(3) How can the complex and diverse consumption patterns
of a human being be efficiently assessed?
Ch. 1. Development of an applicable bottom-up product
clustering scheme
Ch. 2. Collection of complex and diverse consumption
data
Ch. 3. Definition of new data quality requirements
Ch. 4. Definition of new rules for inventory calculations

3 Results and discussion
The identified Life-LCA-specific challenges as well as potential solutions are discussed in this section. First and related to
the research question (1), a concept for Life-LCA is introduced which can be understood as a new overarching methodological framework. Based on this general framework and
related to research questions (2) and (3), operational challenges of Life-LCA are discussed afterwards in Section 3.2
and 3.3.

3.1 How can a new conceptual framework for Life-LCA
look like?
Life-LCA can be described as a comprehensive tool to compile and evaluate inputs, outputs, and potential environmental
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impacts of the activities associated with the life of a human
being adopting a life cycle perspective. This definition is
adapted from the definition of O-LCA as presented in ISO
14072 (ISO 2014). However, in the case of LCAs for human
beings, the term life cycle perspective can be either referred to
the life of the assessed person itself (“the human life cycle”) or
the life of the products it consumes (“the product life cycle”).
This is visualized in Fig. 1. Both dimensions need to be considered for the analysis of the potential overall environmental
impacts caused by a human being and are described in more
detail in the following subsection, before two general types of
Life-LCA are suggested.
3.1.1 The two dimensions of Life-LCA: an approach to assess
the time-dependent consumption behavior of a human being
Dimension 1 (“the human life cycle”) is new in the field of
LCA. It considers the life stages of a human being and the
often complex and temporally changing human consumption
patterns, i.e., the type and quantity of consumed products by a
human being over time. Humans run through different phases
in life, generally caused by physical, emotional, or cognitive
changes (Solomon et al. 2013). And in different phases/ages,
humans have different necessities and wishes in terms of consumption. Changing needs and living circumstances typically
go along with varying consumption behaviors as people cope
with them by buying specific products (Hervé and Mullet
2009; Solomon et al. 2013). Thus, a new dimension is faced
in Life-LCA compared with the existing LCA methods.
Comprehensive Life-LCA studies need to consider at least
the general variations in human consumption. This is particularly challenging as detailed information on the past
Fig. 1 Two dimensions in LifeLCA. Besides the life cycle
impacts of the individual
consumed products (Dimension
2), also the consumption behavior
and its change over the lifetime of
a human being (Dimension 1)
need to be considered

consumption behavior is usually not or only partly available.
Hence, the level of detail when analyzing the consumption
behavior is decreasing the farther the look is into the past
and, as well, the future.
Therefore, one principal difficulty for full Life-LCAs is the
recovery of consumption information from past life years and
the prediction of future consumption habits. As a high resolution, e.g., an annual analysis of human consumption, is neither
possible nor realistic, the definition of general consumption
stages that span several life years is more practical. Several
approaches defining human life stages do already exist across
various disciplines like sociology, psychology, or even
economy/marketing (Lepisto 1985; Moschis 2007). As general socio-psychological behavioral changes seem to cause general changes in human consumption, two classical lifespan
theories from the discipline of sociological and behavioral
psychology are proposed to define the main consumption
stages of a human being. These are Erikson’s lifespan theory
(Erikson 1950) and Levinson’s season of life (Levinson
1978). Both are fundamental theories and both take internal
(psychological) as well as external (social) effects on life into
account. Erikson (1950) differentiates between eight phases of
(socio-psychological) development which are separated by
crises as turning points. Due to the fast development in early
life, the author divides that phase into several stages of shorter
age ranges while stages in later life are of longer duration.
Levinson (1978) instead defines in total four “seasons” of life,
whereby the adult stages are further split into transitional and
stable periods. A comparison of both theories reveals that the
last three phases introduced by Erikson are almost identical
with the three latest seasons of Levinson’s theory with just a
few years difference in the ages that mark the borders between
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those phases. Hence, based on both fundamental theories, four
main stages of human lives are proposed to be considered in
Life-LCA:
–
–
–
–

Childhood and Youth Stage: birth to 17 years
Early Adulthood Stage: 18 to 39 years
Middle Adulthood Stage: 40 to 59 years
Old Adulthood Stage: 60 years to end of life

However, as both theories were developed in the industrialized world, these stages may need to be adapted for human
beings living in other regions. For example, compared with
developed countries, the life expectancy of people in developing countries is generally shorter. Also, their stages of personal
development might differ as they are, for example, often
forced to start early with their working life and to take over
responsibilities for their families. Additionally, if access to
products is limited due to regional or poverty reasons, a separation of life into four stages might not be straightforward at
all as consumption patterns probably do not change significantly over a lifetime. Regional variations as well as other
external factors beyond one’s individual control might dominate the overall personal environmental impacts. This already
highlights the general difficulty to compare the environmental
performances of different individuals. Anyway, comparisons
might be possible on a more generic level which will be
discussed in Section 3.1.2.
Whatever life stages are specifically defined, for full LifeLCA studies all of them need to be considered. Hence, collected information on current consumption, which is representative for just one of these stages, needs to be adjusted to
properly reflect also past or future stages. For the past, this
might be done based on a list of products/product clusters (see
Section 3.3.1) from which the person of interest can check
which products were or were not consumed. As predictions
to future are difficult to make, the same consumption pattern
as the current can be assumed but future plans, if any, of the
specific human being under study need to be taken into account. Moreover, consumption scenario analyses can help to
assess the uncertainty regarding upcoming life stages.
One alternative to the described concept for dimension 1
could be a more classical product perspective on the human
life cycle. In this respect, human life could be split into (1) a
production phase that roughly includes birth, childhood, and
education, (2) a consumption phase which is the working life
until retirement, and (3) the end-of-life phase that covers retirement until death. However, this perspective implicitly focuses on the working force of a human being as its main
function which seems ethically questionable. It also does not
help for simplifying data collection.
The analyses of specific product life cycles are covered in
dimension 2 of Life-LCA. As this is the subject of common
product LCA studies, the concept itself is not further

explained here. However, as it is not possible to assess all
consumed products via individual product LCAs, aggregated
datasets (e.g., results from existing case studies or datasets
from databases) are required. The availability and quality of
such datasets are currently considered a bottleneck for LifeLCA and several operational (especially data-related) challenges result from here (see Section 3.2).
In the following, two general types of Life-LCA are presented that differ especially regarding their goal and scope
definition and their potential areas of application.
3.1.2 Two types of Life-LCA: analyzing human beings
or human lifestyles
As already mentioned, it may not be possible to compare the
environmental performances of two or more human beings.
This is due to the varying influence of not controllable factors
on the environmental performances of different individuals.
These could be, for example, regional (e.g., the place of birth
and residence) or socio-economic (e.g., the social class or
caste someone was born in) factors. Thus, Life-LCAs considering the whole lifetime consumption can be used for performance tracking but are not intended for comparisons.
However, on a higher-level, Life-LCAs could be used to compare general human consumption behaviors that are not related to individual human beings. In this respect, a differentiation
of the two main types of Life-LCA is suggested (see Fig. 2).
One is referred to as Individual Life-LCA, which analyses the
overall environmental impacts caused by individual human
beings. The other type is a more general analysis of human
lifestyles, for example regarding nutrition (e.g., vegetarians,
omnivores), way of living (e.g., urban, rural), or occupation
(e.g., business, handcraft). In this study, this is further referred
to as Lifestyle-LCA. The key differences of both types are
described in the following.
Regarding the study scope, Individual Life-LCA can be
defined as a comprehensive analysis that covers whole and
specific consumption patterns of a human being. LifestyleLCA instead addresses just specific parts of consumption,
i.e., the ones that are related to the assessed lifestyle. In general, the studied systems of Lifestyle-LCAs are thus smaller
than those of Individual Life-LCAs. While the latter can cover
a whole human life, specific life stages or just the current life
year of an individual person, the analysis of generic lifestyle
options is not related to specific human life stages. Study
objects of Lifestyle-LCAs can be average human beings, for
example, to analyze the eating behavior of a European vegetarian or the travel behavior of an Asian business man. The
definition of such average human beings can be challenging
and needs to be further assessed in future to make comparisons robust. However, lifestyle trends can be tested as well
concerning their potential overall environmental impacts and
this could support policymakers in their decisions. The link
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Fig. 2 Two suggested types of
Life-LCA: Individual Life-LCA
and Lifestyle-LCA

between Individual Life-LCA and Lifestyle-LCA will be the
integration and adaption of generic lifestyle options for a specific human being and the analysis of their effects on personal
environmental performance.
In contrast to Individual Life-LCAs, Lifestyle-LCAs,
which cluster humans based on defined criteria (age, eating
behavior, place of residence, etc.) can be potentially used for
comparative analyses of humans within the defined cluster,
i.e., lifestyle, but specifically defined rules are needed to do
so. The definition of such harmonized LCA rules for different
lifestyles could follow the concept of product category rules
(see for example Ingwersen et al., 2013; Ingwersen and
Stevenson 2012). Finally, while Individual Life-LCAs can
quantify the environmental performance of specific human
beings, Lifestyle-LCAs could also answer more complex
lifestyle-specific questions on a higher level like “Is it better
to live as a vegetarian in the city or as an omnivore at the
countryside?” i.e., can be used for comparing humans among
different lifestyles/clusters. Hence, it could be developed as a
decision-supporting tool, for example, to politically promote
sustainable consumption behaviors.
In the following sections, Individual Life-LCA and
Lifestyle-LCA are discussed separately in cases where methodological differences between both types occur.

3.2 How can the new “product system” human being
be defined and delimited?
Humans are complex livings and social beings. On the one
hand, this makes the definition of a proper reference unit challenging. On the other hand, a clear delimitation of the system
boundary is difficult, for example, because of new allocation

problems due to social interactions between human beings.
Challenges for defining the new study system are discussed
in the following.
3.2.1 Definition of a reference unit
LCA results need to be expressed based on a proper reference
unit. Especially to guarantee fair comparisons, this reference
unit needs to reflect the quantified performance of the system
and is called a functional unit (ISO 2006). For multifunctional
products, the definition of a suitable functional unit can be
already challenging. Even more difficult, if not impossible,
will be the definition of a common reference unit for human
beings. Lives are complex, and performances or functions of
human life can be manifold and also depend on the perspective on it. From a social or biological perspective, this might
be a reproduction, from a psychological view, living an owndirected, fulfilled life, and from an economical one, financial
independency and so on. Above that, trying to define life
functions and compare two human beings might easily drift
into some fundamental ethical discussions. Therefore, LifeLCA studies performed for individuals are not intended for
comparisons because human beings are hardly comparable.
The key application of Life-LCA will be personal performance tracking and life optimization, and we rather suggest
using the term reporting unit for Individual Life-LCA. This
term was previously introduced for the O-LCA method as a
replacement of the functional unit (UNEP/SETAC 2015). In
O-LCA, the reporting unit combines the reporting organization, i.e., the organization under study and the reporting flow,
which is the measure of the outputs from the reporting organization during the reference period (UNEP/SETAC 2015).
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Transferring this to Individual Life-LCA, the reporting
individual and the reporting flow can be introduced. The
reporting individual means the human being that is the target
of the assessment, i.e., one person. Here, the reporting flow
defines the range of consumed products within a fixed
reporting period, e.g., the current life year or the life from
birth-to-today, and may also specify some key characteristics
of the human being, which could be its profession, age range,
marital status, income, etc. As for organizations with complex
product portfolios, the range of the consumed products by a
human being is difficult to be quantified and expressed in a
few numbers or one unit, respectively. The average amount of
money spent for services and consumer goods by a human
being within the defined reporting period might be one option
to define the reference flow. However, this causes new uncertainties (e.g., greener products are often more expensive than
conventional products). Nevertheless, the definition of a proper reference flow is particularly important for comparisons
that are anyway not intended for Individual Life-LCAs.
A comparison of results might be possible when the focus
of the study is more on a generic level, i.e., on the analysis of
lifestyles instead of individuals. A functional unit thus needs
to be defined for Lifestyle-LCAs in order to allow for comparisons that are based on the same or at least an equivalent
reference unit. The definition of the functional unit directly
depends on the assessed lifestyle. Studies on diets, for example, are often based on the provided energy or calorific value
(see, e.g., Goldstein and Foss Hansen (2016); Meier and
Christen (2013)). For comparing rural and urban lifestyles,
instead, the income level and the population density at the
place of residence might be important aspects to consider.
How to define proper functional units for lifestyle analyses
needs to be further researched in the future and might also
be concretized by more specific lifestyle rules as mentioned
in Section 3.1.2. This also applies to the reporting flow which
should at least specify the length of the assessment period.
3.2.2 Definition of cut-off criteria for life stages
and consumed products
Product LCAs can generally cover all stages of a product or
service life cycle (cradle-to-grave) or just parts thereof (cradleto-gate, cradle-to-grave without use phase or gate-to-gate).
General cut-off criteria, i.e., processes or flows to be excluded
due to their low overall environmental significance, are defined according to guiding rules that are often based on longterm practical experiences.
For Life-LCA, practical experiences are currently missing.
Additionally, Life-LCAs are two-dimensional assessments
(see Section 3.1.1) and system boundaries need to be defined
for both dimensions. For the newly introduced dimension 1
(“the human life cycle”), a flexible approach similar as for
product LCA seems useful. In this respect, studies might

consider either the whole life (birth-to-death), the life until
the time of assessment (birth-to-current life year) or just the
current life year/stage. The covered period of the assessment
needs to be already defined by the reference unit, as mentioned in Section 3.2.1. An assessment of the whole human
life might be of interest when the goal is, for example, to
analyze the overall environmental impacts of a human being.
However, when optimization and performance tracking is of
interest, analyzing just the current life year or life stage is
sufficient. Besides excluding temporal life stages, also general
parts of human life may be omitted from the study. For example, one can argue that impacts caused by one’s working life
(e.g., business trips or the energy consumption in the office)
shall be excluded as the employee has just limited influence
on it. However, many people can choose at least site conditions of their working environment (e.g., the kind of job, the
company, and its location). Additionally, self-employed persons or managers usually have a high influence on their working activities. Furthermore, allocating, for example, the canteen meal fully to the employer seems not fair, as the person
needs to eat anyway and has the choice on what to eat. Thus, at
least dietary impacts and travel behaviors to and from the
working place should be fully allocated to the worker instead
of the employer.
For dimension 2 (“the product life cycles”), the environmental impacts from all life cycle stages of all the consumer
goods shall be considered in principle. However, some products also may be excluded from the individual assessment. For
example, for a person that rarely uses sun lotion due to its less
sensitive skin and/or working/free time activities without sun
exposure, this product could be cut off (as it is not worth to
quantify the used amount and to do research on specific ingredients). For another person with sensitive skin which
spends a lot of time outdoors and thus uses sun lotion regularly, this product has to be included in the study as it might have
a significant overall impact.
For Life-LCA, special care must be taken when assessing
the use phase of the consumed products. Ideally, the use phase
would need to be assessed individually for each product. That
means we would need to measure individually how much
energy is used to cook an egg or how much water is used to
wash a t-shirt. By doing this, the LCA practitioner would be
able to identify which products or appliances require for instance most of the water or energy. However, such productspecific assessment would require prohibitive effort, which is
anyway already high in Life-LCA for analyzing the humanspecific consumption behaviors. An alternative and much
more time-efficient option would be to cover the use phase
for all products and behaviors together by measuring separately the overall energy and water consumption of the observed
human being within a defined monitoring period. A disadvantage of this option is that we would lose information on the
product’s specific behavior in the use phase. Which option is
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eventually chosen needs to be defined and explained in the
goal and scope.
In both cases, special care must be taken to avoid double
counting for the use phase of the products: For example, when
the overall energy consumption of products consumed over a
defined period of time is measured and the products are
assessed applying aggregated cradle-to-grave datasets, the energy consumption of the respective products would count in
twice. Hence, the use phase impacts need to be subtracted
from such datasets. However, for Lifestyle-LCAs that do not
necessarily cover all consumed products and where total energy and water consumption of the covered products are not
measurable separately, the use phase impacts of all products in
scope need to be considered on a product level, i.e., by the
used aggregated datasets.
Some consumer goods also might be generally excludable
from Life-LCA studies due to their insignificant influence on
the overall results. Practical experiences from case studies
need to be gained first before a definition of general cut-off
rules for Life-LCA will be possible. It needs to be considered
that defining the cut-off for whole products just based on the
environmental impacts related to product pieces is not
straightforward as also the specific product consumption ratios and other individual behaviors need to be considered. For
example, one kg of shampoo may cause less environmental
damage than one kg of perfume but as shampoo is used at
much higher rates its overall impact over one life year or even
a whole human life may be much higher.
3.2.3 Allocation of the childhood phase
The childhood phase can be called a special phase in the
development of a human being, and its methodological treatment in Life-LCA is particularly challenging. Consumption in
early life years is highly influenced by others, mainly by the
parents. Nevertheless, this influence is shrinking over time
when children develop their own will and abilities to make
own decisions. For example, in early life years, the parents
choose the clothes or food for their children. Over time, these
selections are more and more influenced by the growing will
of the developing children and finally, they will choose for
themselves. One option to solve the allocation problems that
arise due to these parental influences on individual product
consumption in early life years can be the attempt to generally
quantify them and their decline over the childhood stage.
However, expert knowledge from specific disciplines like
psychology or sociology will be needed to do so. In the following, we present and discuss two conceivable extreme options to solve this allocation problem: the childhood phase can
be either fully allocated to the parents or to the assessed person
itself. Regarding the first option, for consistency, impacts of
own children need to be allocated to oneself—at least half
while the other half is allocated to the other parent. As a

consequence, people with more children will have larger environmental footprints. This seems principally reasonable, and
also Wynes and Nicholas (2017) have recently pointed out
that having fewer children is the most effective action to reduce the personal environmental impacts. However, this perspective is ethically questionable as reproduction can be considered a fundamental meaning of life. Furthermore, other
allocation problems arise from here, e.g., how to allocate the
burden of children between the two parents in case of their
separation. The other extreme will be to allocate the childhood
phase fully to the assessed person but then persons are made
responsible for environmental impacts that are in fact beyond
their control. Additionally, to get more children will be without any consequences although overpopulation can be considered a key problem that contradicts a sustainable living on
earth.
At this first stage of method development, we propose to
model the two extreme options and to transparently show and
discuss the results of both allocation options. We also encourage to consider more complex but probably more equitable
hybrid approaches in future interdisciplinary research.
3.2.4 Allocation of other psychosocial interactions
The social behavior of human beings in general causes allocation problems which are not yet covered in existing LCA
methods. For example, human interactions often result in
shared product consumption. In principle, two types of product sharing can be differentiated: simultaneous and successive. Simultaneous means the typical sharing behavior between persons that live together and thus, share different
household objects. For this case, allocation of the environmental burden can be done according to the product use ratio
and according to the number of people that are sharing the
product (e.g., if a sofa is used equally by 4 persons, just a
quarter of its life cycle impacts is allocated to each person).
The individual Life-LCA would thus also reveal which of the
individual environmental burdens are related to members of a
family.
Such information, i.e., which products are shared by how
many people, needs to be assessed during data collection.
However, the situation becomes more challenging in the case
of successive consumption. This could be the case, for example, for second-hand use or inheritance. In such cases, also
depreciation of products has to be taken into account.
Allocation according to the individual utilization time of products will be just fair if a linear value decline of the shared
products can be expected (this is the case, e.g., for most furniture products). But many products lose quality (and hence
value) not linearly. Cars, for example, face their biggest value
loss in the first year of utilization. Allocation according to
existing (economic) depreciation methods, like the declining
balance depreciation method, might thus be more accurate for
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this product type. The selection of a proper depreciation method, however, largely depends on the type of the analyzed
product, product cluster, or product category, and needs to
be further specified.
New allocation solutions also need to be worked out, for
example, to separate work life from private life (e.g., to
allocate burdens caused by business trips between the
employee and the company, if working life is not excluded
at all like discussed in Section 3.2.2), to allocate the product
burden of presents between the giver and the recipient, to
account for the influences on the consumption of other human
beings or even regarding the investments of private money.
Concerning the latter, it can be questioned if and how credits
shall be given for green banking or if a burden needs to be
allocated for investments that potentially cause environmental
burden, like resources. As proposed in Section 3.2.3 for allocation of the childhood phase, we also recommend here to
apply different allocation methods and transparently show
and discuss the results.
3.2.5 Consideration of creation and death
Thinking about the borders of life, i.e., the creation and death
of a human being, can easily drift into fundamental ethical,
cultural, or religious discussions. Environmental sustainability
can and should not be considered a stand-alone factor to decide for or against a specific type of fertilization or funeral.
However, as of today, just a few information on the environmental impacts and the environmental relevance of these aspects is available. For Life-LCA, it remains questionable how
these borders can be methodologically addressed as especially
further allocation problems occur.
For the creation of life, the most common situation
would be that a child is created by a man and a woman
in a natural way. Besides challenges related to the allocation of burden between children and parents (see
Section 3.2.3), also pre-natal burdens and their allocation may need to be considered in Life-LCA, if relevant. These are, for example, burdens due to pre-natal
medical checks (including medication) or due to the
applied technique for fertilization or giving birth. It
seems logical to allocate such burdens equally between
the natural parents. But for cases of adoption, surrogacy,
or artificial insemination, the delimitation of the system
boundary around one human being seems not to be
solvable that straightforward. This is also the case if
the natural father remains unknown. An allocation of
the whole environmental burden to the children’s mother seems not fair. However, for reasons of consistency,
someone has to receive the remaining burdens that are
not allocated to the mother.
Regarding death, the environmental impacts of the different existing funeral options may need to be considered. For

the first time, Keijzer (2017) analyzed the environmental impacts of two funeral options, burial, and cremation, with LCA
and calculated low overall results for both “human end-oflife” options. However, practical knowledge is still limited;
the study focussed just on the Dutch situation, and other available practices that might cause a much larger environmental
impact (e.g., river burials) have not yet been analyzed at all.
Also, it might be an option, in case that no burying method
was chosen by the human being itself, to model the most likely
burying methods (e.g., due to confession or culture) and
performing a sensitivity analysis.
With regard to who gets the environmental burdens
related to the burying method, one option could be economic allocation, i.e., the one who pays for the burying
method (e.g., the human being itself or its children) also
takes the environmental burden that comes with it. Also
here, one recommendation could be to transparently apply different allocation options.
Other topics regarding death that require new methodological solutions are, for example, artificial extensions of lives or
the donation of organs. For these cases, it has to be specified
how the environmental impacts related to the extended life are
allocated.

3.3 How can the complex and diverse consumption
patterns of a human being be efficiently assessed?
As human beings consume many different products, the
assessment of their consumption behaviors is challenging
too. Life-LCA as a bottom-up approach demands for product clustering due to limited data availability as well as
limited time for data collection and evaluation and hence,
to keep the analysis practicable. A potential clustering approach and scheme for data collection is presented in
Section 3.3.1 and Section 3.3.2. As a separate life cycle,
modeling of all products consumed by a human being is,
however, not realistic; dependency on aggregated datasets
is high. This causes new challenges regarding data calculation (see S ection 3.3 .3) and data quality (see
Section 3.3.4).
3.3.1 Development of an applicable bottom-up product
clustering scheme
Analyzing all consumed products via specific LCAs is not
realistic, because LCA data is simply not publicly and/or not
yet available for all products. If data for specific products is
not available (and if it is not planned to generate these data
within the respective study), one approach is to generalize
products, i.e., to cluster them according to some specific rules
to keep the data collection and evaluation efficient and feasible. Furthermore, reference products that can properly
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represent all products within the respective cluster need to be
defined.1
Product clustering in general means aggregating products
to groups by applying criteria like similarity of functions, material composition, size, or other parameters of interest. In
general, two basic clustering approaches can be distinguished:
bottom-up, i.e.,, explained in the context of Life-LCA, from
the level of individual consumer goods, or top-down, i.e.,
from the level of production sectors. Various clustering approaches exist that differ depending on the goal of application,
the range of considered products, etc. Current approaches to
assess the environmental footprint of human beings often apply top-down clustering schemes (see Section 1.1), mainly the
UN Classification of Individual Consumption by Purpose
(COICOP). This scheme classifies products according to the
purposes of a human being. While it might be useful for topdown analyses, it lacks in detail for bottom-up approaches.
Cosmetic products, for example, are generalized in one product class called “Other appliances, articles, and products for
personal care” within division 12 “Miscellaneous goods and
services.” COICOP can thus only serve as a general orientation for the purposes of a Life-LCA which demands a more
specific clustering scheme.
Therefore, an approach needs to be developed for the
(bottom-up) grouping of products as well as the definition of
cluster-specific reference products. As Life-LCA primarily
aims to comprehensively assess the environmental impacts
of a human being, a cluster must, first of all, represent the
specific environmental performances of all products it covers.
Thus, a proper reference product/material must be defined in a
way that it is indeed representative for the respective cluster.
Additionally, the availability of LCA data, like case study
results or (aggregated) product datasets in LCA databases,
needs to be considered for the selection of the representative
cluster products. Figure 3 summarizes an approach and a decision tree for the formation of product clusters: Clustering of
products needs to be done for products without available LCA
data according to specific similarity criteria like shown in
Fig. 3. If product specific data is available, it should be taken,
and no clustering is needed (step one in the decision tree in
Fig. 3). A two-step clustering approach is suggested for all
other products: First, it makes sense to cluster a product with
available data to similar products with existing data, e.g., to
cluster pears with apples and take the available LCA data for
apples to also cover the environmental impacts of consumed
pears (step 2 of the decision tree). Second, if no similar products with existing LCA data can be identified, products can be

1
Please note, that for a complete Life-LCA also service clustering will be
needed. However, for now, we focus on direct product consumption, which
includes product consumption due to services (e.g. meals ordered in restaurants, hotel stays).

clustered based on their similar function and composition
(e.g., clustering armchairs with sofas and beds under the cluster “soft furniture”) and a reference product can be defined
based on the average composition (step 3 of the decision tree).
If a product does not meet similarity criteria of a built cluster, it
needs to be clustered somewhere else, or, if it is too individual,
it has to be modeled specifically (step 4 in the decision tree).
The latter could be done based on the average composition
data of products with similar functions.
3.3.2 Collection of consumer data
Data collection is one of the key elements of an LCA. The
quality of the analysis largely depends on the availability and
quality of the required data. Sometimes, even the goal and
scope definition needs to be iteratively adapted according to
the data inventory (ISO 2006). As a rule of thumb, in order to
reflect the specific analyzed product system as accurate as
possible and to allow fair comparisons, specific data have
priority over generic data (European Commission -JRC,
2010). However, due to the limited possibilities to acquire
process specific data or intransparent supply chains, often generic secondary data need to be used. For Life-LCA, the analyzed system is multiple times larger compared with the production systems that are usually assessed via conventional
LCAs. Collecting specific data for the life cycle stages for
all of these products is not possible. Thus, dependency on
generic, aggregated cradle-to-gate datasets is generally high
and this can be considered a key challenge or even the bottleneck for Life-LCA.
Both dimensions of Life-LCA need to be considered when
it comes to data collection. For dimension 1, which focuses on
human consumption behaviors and its variations, data needs
to be specific, i.e., the specific consumed products by the
assessed human being are reported at this level. As a difference to conventional product LCAs, not the inputs and outputs
on the process level (e.g., resource inputs or emissions) but the
type and quantity of the consumed products and services are
directly analyzed in Life-LCA. For this, new specific data
collection sheets need to be designed. Moreover, as LCA studies have to be time efficient and convenient for the assessed
person, product consumption might not be monitored over a
whole year or longer. Therefore, separate data collection
sheets can be useful. For Life-LCA, a three-step data collection approach is suggested which is summarized in Fig. 4 and
presented in the following. A monitoring data collection sheet
can be used for the collection of products that are consumed
regularly, i.e., for products with a utilization time of less than
one year. This covers, for example, most food and cosmetic
products as well as other continuously used goods like energy
or water. However, as not all consumed products can be covered within a monitoring period that lasts just a few weeks or
months, it becomes necessary to additionally collect
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Fig. 3 Bottom-up approach and decision tree for product clustering. For
cluster formation, individual products (1–n) are checked regarding
defined selection criteria (the round-shaped products (product 2) and n)

meet the criteria of cluster X, i.e., can pass the cluster-specific filter, while
the squared shaped product cannot (product 1)

information on personal acquis. For these products, the average lifetime often exceeds one year which is true, for example,
for furniture or most clothing products. Data collection sheets
for acquis need to be adapted compared with those used for
monitoring. For example, the average utilization time has to
be further specified in order to make a subsequent calculation
of consumption rates or consideration of shared product use
possible (see Section 3.3.4). Furthermore, Individual LifeLCAs that cover previous life stages also need to consider past
consumption behaviors (see Section 3.1.2). To gather such
“retrospective data,” a separate data collection makes sense
as a different range of uncertainty can be expected. Memory
is limited and most likely varies widely over the different
product categories and persons. For example, some people
may document their travel behavior in detail (e.g., via

logbooks) while others do not and similar detailed information
on past food consumption is most likely lost.
The described Life-LCA-specific product clustering
scheme (see Section 3.3.1) can help to make the overall data
collection more efficient.
For dimension 2, it is not possible to specifically analyze
the life cycles of the individual products consumed by the
assessed human being or that are relevant for the assessed
human lifestyle. Thus, dependency on using aggregated and
generic datasets is high at this level. However, current databases lack in the availability of such datasets on the product
level. This is particularly the case for typical consumer goods
like clothing, cosmetics or furniture. As of today, for example,
there are no datasets registered in the common LCA databases
like Ecoinvent or GaBi that cover the whole life cycle of

Fig. 4 Three-step data collection
approach for Life-LCA studies.
Due to different information
needed for inventory calculation,
monitoring data, acquis data and
retrospective data needs to be
collected separately
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finished clothing products and even available data for textiles
do not reflect the real market situation (Muthu 2014). Thus, at
least until LCA databases are further developed, LCA data
from other sources need to be considered for data collection
in Life-LCA. Such other sources can be, for example, LCA
case studies, Environmental Product Declarations (EPDs)
which are based on PCRs (see, e.g., Minkov et al. (2015)) or
documents published by the Product Environmental Footprint
(PEF) initiative of the European Commission (European
Commission 2013). As data availability is currently a key
challenge for Life-LCA and it is time-consuming for the
LCA practitioner to search individually for proper datasets
for the many individual products in scope, useful data sources
can be collected based on further practical experiences and
documented centrally in future. Such a document can also
include information on data quality as well as key methodological specifications of the respective datasets. In this respect,
the further development of a central LCA data platform that
guarantees an enhanced data accessibility and interoperability
like the Life Cycle Data Network launched by the Joint
Research Centre of the European Commission (see http://
eplca.jrc.ec.europa.eu/LCDN/index.xhtml) or the recently
discussed Global LCA Data Access network by the United
Nations (see https://www.unenvironment.org/explore-topics/
resource-efficiency/what-we-do/life-cycle-initiative/globallca-data-access-network) can be of special interest for LifeLCA.
3.3.3 Definition of new rules for inventory calculations
In many cases, the collected inventory data cannot be used
directly for modeling and thus need to be recalculated. Clear
documentation of the applied calculation procedures is required by ISO 14044. The standard further demands that
“same calculation procedures should be consistently applied
throughout the study.” For conventional LCAs, a calculation
is often necessary to relate the input and output data to the
reference flow and, finally, to the functional unit. In general,
this is also true for Life-LCA but some rather specific solutions are needed, especially due to the dependency on aggregated datasets from various sources.
Considering the huge number of products that are covered
by Life-LCA, data collection must be as efficient and comfortable as possible for the assessed person which has to be
involved in this step of the assessment. In this respect, recording the number of product pieces (e.g., by counting the number of t-shirts or wooden tables in the household) instead of
physical units like masses or volumes will be the most convenient and easiest way for data collection. However, aggregated
datasets are mostly referring to such physical units instead of
numbers of product pieces. Hence, a recalculation of reference
units is necessary, i.e., a conversion of the collection unit to the
reference unit of the used dataset. Therefore, in most cases, at

least the average weights or volumes of the consumed products need to be known. As these data cannot be easily recorded
for each individual product, average data are required. For
matters of consistency, quality-proven data could be provided
for the LCA practitioner. For this, for example, practically
applied lists as available from retailers, industry associations,
logistics companies, etc. (e.g., data for average furniture
weights provided by the Furniture Re-Use Network) can be
used.
In cases where own modeling of reference products is necessary due to a lack of suitable LCA data or missing possibilities for cluster formation, also information on the average
chemical or material composition of these products is required. Again, fixed values from validated sources should be
provided for the LCA practitioner to make the assessments
more efficient and for reasons of consistency. For compositional information, bills of materials or patent information are
examples for useful sources to consider.
Rules need to be also defined for the calculation of specific
product consumption rates. This information is essential to
refer the consumption behavior to the reporting flow and to
aggregate inventory data. The consumption rates are dependent on personal consumption behaviors and are thus human
specific. For products with a short lifetime that are covered
during the monitoring phase, the product consumption rate
can be easily calculated by dividing the monitored number
of products by the duration of the monitoring period. For
longer lasting products (acquis), the consumption rate is calculated by dividing the recorded quantity of products by their
estimated utilization time as documented in the acquis data
collection sheet. As a common basis for further calculations
and inventory aggregation, we suggest calculating yearly consumption rates (e.g., 2 l of shampoo consumed per year). On
the one hand, one year is a proper period for performance
tracking and, on the other hand, a quick and clear extrapolation for longer assessment periods or life stages is easily
possible.
Another challenge is the different formats of life cycle
impact assessment (LCIA) data provided by different data
sources. Case study reports or scientific articles as well as
published EPDs often just provide the final LCIA results
instead of the whole inventory data. Different LCIA
methods exist for calculating these results and their selection
also depends on the specific study goal and scope definition,
specifications set by the LCA initiatives or, in the case of
EPDs, the PCR program operator rules. Hence, LCIA data
formats often differ among sources and this requires recalculation. For example, the method CML 2002 (Heijungs
et al. 1992) expresses the eutrophication potential in just
one impact category with phosphate-equivalents as the indicator unit. ReCiPe (Goedkoop et al. 2009) instead differentiates between terrestrial, freshwater and marine eutrophication with mol N eq., kg P eq., and kg N eq., respectively, as
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indicator units. To increase the applicability of Life-LCA, a
consistent database on products necessary for a Life-LCA
would need to be developed.
3.3.4 Demand for specific data quality requirements
The quality and availability of data directly affects the quality
of the overall assessment and is seen as one of its most important limits (Coulon et al. 1997). Proper data quality directly
depends on the goal and scope definition of the study. While
data quality and uncertainty for conventional product LCAs
mainly refer to the inputs and outputs of processes that are
included in the system boundary, Life-LCA faces a range of
additional uncertainties. Hence, the currently defined quality
requirements by ISO need to be adapted or extended.
For dimension 1, a specific demand for defining new data
quality requirements concerns the hardly measurable humanspecific influences on data collection as the assessed person
itself is deeply involved in this part of the assessment. This
refers, for example, to the memory and the individual character of this person (e.g., the accuracy and effort for tracking
consumption data) as this adds subjectivity to the data collection. Especially for retrospective data, it can help that the
studied person itself gives at least information on how the data
was collected (e.g., written record, memories, estimation).
How to address these factors via specific quality requirements
needs to be further researched in the future.
New data quality requirements need to be also defined
for dimension 2. First, due to the high dependency on
generic datasets from different data sources (see
Section 3.3.2) and the high risk of methodological inconsistencies between those datasets, a proper data quality
assessment is of special importance for Life-LCAs. For
example, the goal and scope is defined case or product
specific and so are the individual methodological specifications of the studies behind these datasets. To enhance
the overall quality of a Life-LCA in general and to allow
for comparisons of Lifestyle-LCAs results in specific,
criteria for the selection of proper datasets need to be
defined. Moreover, in future, datasets for the defined
product clusters could be provided or even set for the
practitioner, as mentioned before. It needs to be considered, however, that the availability of aggregated product
datasets found in the common LCA databases is more
advanced for some sectors (e.g., building and construction) compared with others (e.g., clothing). Additionally,
to allow robust and consistent recalculations of reference
units (see Section 3.3.3) and to model specific products
without available LCA data, it can be useful to provide
average data of product weights or volumes and their
material or chemical compositions in central guiding documents. These data also need to meet some further to be
defined quality requirements (e.g., quality-assured bill of

materials or data published by common industry
associations).
All these data quality–related issues may also result in a
quality imbalance among the considered categories of consumer products, i.e., for different product categories the ratio
of aggregated datasets taken from databases compared to external datasets from case studies or other sources can vary
widely. This imbalance, which can be called a general problem for Life-LCA, at least regarding the current development
status of the LCA databases, needs to be addressed when
interpreting the study results.

4 Conclusions and outlook
Past efforts for improving environmental sustainability focussed mainly on the producers (Girod et al. 2014).
Although they resulted in measurable positive effects on the
environment (European Commission 2009), the rising consumption due to a generally increasing living standard and
population growth seems to outweigh this progress and leads
to ongoing overexploitation of our natural resources.
Measures that focus also on the consumers are needed to make
progress in environmental improvements (West et al. 2015).
LCA is a widely accepted and internationally standardized
method to comprehensively assess the overall environmental
burdens of products and services. As current approaches to
assess the environmental impacts of human beings cannot be
called comprehensive, extending the application of LCA to
follow this goal can be a good step to further raise environmental awareness of the consumers.
Current tools, like the commonly known footprint calculators, are mainly based on top-down calculations. They
fail to reflect individual lifestyles in an accuracy that is
needed for better identification with the results and thus,
to enforce a significant behavioral change of their users.
Bottom-up methods can produce more accurate results but
are more time intensive as higher efforts for data acquisition (down to product level) and evaluation are needed.
As well, the risk is high to invest time on details that
might have an insignificant impact on the overall result.
However, approaching from this perspective can help to
improve existing tools in terms of achieving a higher
identification with the results and to make people more
aware of the environmental impacts caused by their consumption behaviors.
In this context, this paper introduced Life-LCA as a
new bottom-up approach for quantifying the environmental impacts of human beings. New Life-LCAspecific challenges were discussed under three research
questions. To answer question 1 (“How can a new conceptual framework for Life-LCA look like?”), a basic
two-dimensional concept was suggested, where
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dimension 1 deals with the life cycle of the human
being itself and dimension 2 with the life cycles of
the products it consumes. Additionally, two potential
main applications of Life-LCA were identified that demand for specific methodological requirements: the assessment of human beings as individuals (Individual
Life-LCA) and the assessment of human lifestyles
(Lifestyle-LCA). Under this conceptual framework,
L i f e - L C A - s p e c i f i c o p e r a t i o n a l ch a l l e n g e s w e r e
discussed. Research question 2 (“How can the new
“product system” human being be defined and
delimited?”) focussed on the definition of the new study
system. Humans are complex living and social beings,
which makes a clear delimitation of the new “product
system” and the definition of a proper reference unit
difficult. Social interactions among human beings do,
for example, largely influence personal consumption behaviors and require, inter alia, the development of new
allocation methods. Finally, research question 3 (“How
can the complex and diverse consumption patterns of a
human being be efficiently assessed”) focussed on the
life cycle inventory. The complex, time-depending and
individually differing consumption patterns are overall
challenging as many operational problems regarding data collection, evaluation, and quality assurance emerge
from here. Products from almost all industry sectors are
covered by human consumption for which data need to
be collected. Furthermore, collection of specific data
focusses, in contrast to conventional product LCAs, on
the product instead of the process level. Therefore, new
Life-LCA-specific data collection sheets need to be designed. To keep Life-LCA studies efficient, a novel
bottom-up product clustering approach has to be worked
out as introduced in this paper. Moreover, as individual
product LCAs cannot be performed for all products consumed by the investigated human being and due to the
current development status of LCA databases, dependency on external datasets is high which makes data quality
assurance another critical issue for Life-LCA. Proper
(new) quality criteria need to be defined to control a
consistent use of available datasets and, for example,
to validate individual limitations for data acquisition.
In general, more practical experience is needed to solve
all these challenges and thus, more case studies focussing on human consumption need to be performed.
Life-LCA, either used for the assessment of whole human
lives or specific lifestyles, has the potential to raise environmental awareness by making environmental damage caused
by human consumption measurable and thus, tangible. This
could result in more sustainable consumption behaviors as
aimed for in SDG 12. A further aim for whole life assessments might be to provide a calculation basis for offsetting
the overall caused environmental impacts by human beings.

However, to develop a robust assessment tool, the influences
on personal consumption behaviors need to be further understood and considered. Therefore, close interdisciplinary research is of special importance for the development of a consistent Life-LCA method. This paper provided first ideas and
solutions for the many challenges of such a new Life-LCA
method. Furthermore, many starting points for further research were highlighted.
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